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'Pre-Exam Week Features Military Ball, Play
Smith Sa s ,The Silver Cord
Third V-12-Sponsored Ball
WB&7 °"
y
'
Enrollment Preview
Prediction:

1.000 cowls.

Will be Saturday Night

Bowling Green's third Military Ball will be Saturday in
the Women's Building. The tradition was started in the
spring of 1944 when the V-12 unit honored the sailors who
were leaving the University.
The second ball was last September.
Henry Armentrout's band will play from 8:30 p.m. until

Pep Assembly
To Be Tuesday
Cheerleaders are In charge of >
short pep meting- Tuesday, the
day of the Falcon-Great Lakes
clash. Classes will be shortened
■lightly to make time for a 20minnte assembly.
Thar* will be the introduction
of new yells by cheerleaders Irvin
Potts, Opal Corder, June Smith,
Betty Brenneman, Edith Doerr,
and Betty Attmore. Old yells will
be practiced and Coach Anderson
will give a short speech.
The class schedule is:
8—8-8:60
9—8:65-9:40
10—9:60-10:85
11—10:40-11:80
PEP ASSEMBLY—11:36-11:65

'Stage Door* Cast
Chosen By Mains
A tentative cast for the Workshop Players production of "Stage
Door" has been announced by
Dorothy Mains, student director.
The cast includes Janet Smith
as Olga Brandt; Helen Dermady,
Mattie; Pat Edwards, Big Mary;
Alice. Vletmeier, Little Mary; Virginia Marion, Bcrnice Niemeyer;
Helen McGraw, Madeline Vauclain; Phyllis Sangston, Judith
Canfleld; Sue Kilmer, Ann Braddock; Bobbie Simpson, Kayo
Hamilton; Shirley Wall, Jean
Maitland.
Jean Ek, Bobby Melrose; Lynn
Ruch, Louise Mitchell; Alice Jean
Porter, Susan Paige; Edith Doerr,
Pat Devine; Marilyn Brown, Kendall Adams; Donna Grafton, Terry
Randall; Norms Jean Burt, Tony
Gilette; ReJean Hahn, Ellen Fenwick; Ima Newman, Mrs. Orcutt.
Don Prittie, Sam Hastings ;
Brock Broughton, Jimmy Devereaux; Gordon Ward, David Kingsley; Kim Griggs, Keith Burgess;
Ken Keagle, Dr. Randall.

Christea Wins
Extemp Contest
Holding up the idealist end of
last Wednesday's discussion contest, Aurelia Christea, Canton
sophomore, took her third first
place for this year's series of four
contests. Thus her total of 16
points, including one third place,
made her champ of the year.
For the series Carnot Allen, six
points for two seconds, was runner-up, and Mary-Ann Koeppe,
with five points for a first, was
third placer. Virginia Schwinn
and Nelson Williams paired with
four points, each gained by a second and a third tally.
Aurelia spoke in defense of preserving the peace, although most
of the other members of the panel
took the view-point that war was
practically inevitable and we
might as well get ready for the
next one.
Carnot Allen, tailing right hehind Miss Christea with the second
place for the contest Wednesday,
favored preparation by extension
of military training into peace
time. His comments also included
laudation of what he termed our
"brilliant foreign policy." This
was assailed by the other members
of the panel, which finally decided
any success of our policies was
largely due to President Roosevelt's personal prestige.
Nelson Williams, third placer,
offered a unique analogy to the
use of six shooters in the days of
the '49ers, which was highly debated by all concerned, until he
finally admitted that he personally
did not carry one.
Other contestants were Helen
Bowen, Mary-Ann Koeppe, and
John Horn. Mary-Ann undertook
to explain the provisions of the
Dumbarton Oaks agreements and
their relation to the peace. Helen
illsi insiil the case for individual
security, and Horn considered the
danger spots of the future.

midnight, Wcndel Hagen, chairman of the committee, said today.
Lt. Harold C. Bold is adviser for
the Military Ball; Wendell Hagen
i« chairman; John Dempsey, secretary; Norman Dryer, head of
decorations; Willard Burgess, construction and decorating, Clement
Granoff, entertainment; Doureen
Stouffer, posters; Mary Jane
Lloyd, table decorations; Verena
Schumacher, table decorations and
invitations; and Charles Codding
and John Donahue, technical work.

V-12 Bob Sawyer Is
'45 King of Hearts
Again there is a male member
of the nobility at the University.
There has been since Saturday
night.
That was the time when Alpha
Xi Delta presented V-12 Bob Sawyer as its 1945 King of Hearts.
The sorority has been honoring
some college man in this way each
year at its Sweetheart Swing
which is on the Saturday before
Valentine's Day.
Bob's predecessors have been
Wayne Bordner and Will Lytle,
both here in the V-12.

SO civilian men.
141 V-12'a.
That's the —da—ll DrRalph G. Harehman, actina
registrar, eetimates for next

White the civilian enrollment remains about the same
aa this term, the number of
sailors Is slightly decreased.

Fees Are Due
Feb. 19 to 23
Civilians should pay second semester fees next week in compliance with the "pre plan" which
makes it possible for students to
avoid the line-standing usually
connected with registering and
paying fees during the first days
of a new term.
Students should pay fees at the
business office csshier's window between 8:30 a.m. and 4:80 p.m.
from Monday to Friday, Feb. 19 to
23. If second term fees are not
paid at this time, students must
return Thursday, March 1, to pay
them instead of returning for
clssses March 2.
If fees are neither paid next
week or March 1, a fine of one
dollar will be charged.
Students have already pre-registered for classes second semester.
Business office workers emphasise that only fees are due. No
room or board should be paid until March 2 or after.

Dr. Lothrop Stoddard Quotes
Washington at Assembly
by N.l.on William.
"We must raise a standard to which the wise and honest
may repair," was George Washington's maxim which Dr.
Lothrop Stoddard used as the theme of his address at the assembly last Thursday morning.
Dr. Stoddard, foreign editor of the Washington (D.C.)
Evening Star, emphasized throughout that we must protect
—i
our American ideals against the
tide of totalitarianism seeming to
engulf the world, and concluded
with the early American battle
cry, "Trust in God and keep your
powder dry!"
Winship H. Brown, on leave of
"The War and the Peace" was
absence from the University where his topic, with special emphasis on
he was in charge of the University the Pacific theatre, as Dr. Stodhospital, finds relaxation from his dard is an authority on the Far
duties as a medical officer in a East. "Japan in its ideals," he
said, "has been dedicated to war.
front-line evacuation hospital by They actually and firmly believe
taking pictures.
they are the seed of the Sun, a
A native of Toledo, Dr. Brown, superior race destined to conquer
now a captain, won the January and possess the Earth."
Jap Peace Unacceptable
award for Print of the Month from
"Any compromise peace Japan
the Toledo Camera Club with a
picture of a deserted chateau in might offer would be utterly unacSouthern France. This and a pho- ceptable to us," he said, pointing
tograph of a peaceful yoke of oxen out they would only take that
were reprinted in the Peach Sec- opportunity to recoup their
tion of last Thursday's Toledo strength for another attempt. He
later added that after their defeat,
Blade.
"We must give them s chance, If
Captain Brown received cita- they behave themselves. Propostions last summer from Lt Gen. als to reduce them to an agriculMark W. Clark and from the War tural nation are absurd, because
Department for outstanding per- better than half the population
formance of duty on the Anzio ' would starve."
Beachhead.
Dr. Stoddard thought that the
His relief from war has come, United States would have to shoulhe said, from taking hundreds of der most of the battle against
pictures of the countrysides of Japan, except for sea aid the BritFrance, Italy, Sicily, and north sh Navy might render. "Russia
Africa. He develops his films in probably would not want to take
a hospital dark room and his a large part in the war against
father, a Toledo physician, makes Japan, although she would come in
the prints.
before the defeat to secure a place
Now Captain Brown is assigned at the peace table considering Far
to a base hospital near Paris and Eastern peace decisions."
has little time for photography.
Enemies in Organisation
"Our present enemies," he added,
Red Cross Bandage
"must be included ultimately in
any new international organixaQuota la Filled Now
tion. We cannot stand alone toMrs. E. L. Bishop, chairman of day. A return to isolationism is
the local Red Cross Chapter, re- impossible," Dr. Stoddard, a proports that the bandage quota for minent Republican, asserted.
Bowling Green has been filled.
In discussing totalitarian threats
the
American
way of
However, she said that a new to
life,
he noticed, "Worst of all they
project of layette sewing would be
begun as soon as materials arrive have discovered in modern psyand that student help would be chology a technique for capturing
greatly appreciated.
Women's minds, especially those of youth.
woolen dresses will also he made Soviet Russia is definitely in the
The person
but Mrs. Bishop suggested that totalitarian camp.
the college women might be more ceases to be an individual; but beinterested in making the layettes comes merely a cog in the state machinery."
for the Bed Cross.

BGSU Doctor
Takes Pictures

"The University's mid-year
vacation will go on as scheduled," President Frank J. Prout
said today.
Classes will be dismissed at
6 p.m. Friday, Feb. 23, and
will resume for the second
term Friday, March 2.

Exams for the first term will
be Wednesday and Thursday, Feb.
21 and 22. This is in compliance
with Navy rules which have been
used since a V-12 unit has been
at Bowling Green. Prior to that
time a whole week was set aside
for examinations, but the Navy allows for only two days. Therefore
the exams will be one hour long
instead of two.
Although exams are Wedneaday
and Thursday, classes will meet
on Friday. The necessity for students to remain for this meeting
of their classes was emphasised
by Dean Ralph G. Harshman, acting registrar, who said that classes
must meet for two reasons:
1. So that Navy students can
attend the University for the required number of days during the
term.
8. So that V-12's grades can be
in and recorded before their leaves
begin.
SlueaaU Shouldn't Complain
"Students should not complain
about attending class Friday when
their exams are over, or about returning to meet classes the following Friday, March 2," Dr. Harshman said. By having a week's vacation, they are getting five more
days than originally scheduled.
The 1944-46 University catalogue shows on page 3 that the
Bowling Green calendar was planned so that the fall term would end
Wednesday, Feb. 28, and the next
term would begin Friday, March 2.
Therefore Bee Gee students are
getting five extra days' vacation
since plans have been changed to
make the recess start Friday, Feb.
23.
There will be no vacations during the second term. Classes will
run straight through—including
Holy Week—until June 21, the
day before commencement.

Will Be 'One of Best Plays'

"The Silver Cord," University dramatic production, will
be presented tomorrow and Friday nights at 8:15 in the Administration Building auditorium by a student cast which Prof
Elden T. Smith, faculty director, terms "one of the best that
we have ever assembled." Professor Smith urges that students secure tickets for the Thursday nrght performance,
when the best seats are available.
Tickets will still be available in
the Well from 9-11 and 2-4 today
and from 9-11 and 1-3 tomorrow.
Aurelia Christea, BG debater
who won the national discussion
contest sponsored by Tau Kappa
Alpha in 1944, will appear for
the first time in a University production when she plays the part
of Christina, David's wife, Mrs.
Phelp's daughter-in-law.
Patricia Schweitzer Smythe, a
veteran of four years' college dramatics, will play the part of the
domineering mother-in-law.

■aasU
PAT SMYTHE
Eva Marie Saint, leading lady
of two productions last year, "As
You Like It" and "Personal Appearance," will perform the role of
Hester, the fiance of Mrs. Phelp's
other son, Robert
The parts of David and Robert
Phelps will be played by Don Prittie and Gordon Ward, freshmen
who played in "Boy Meets Girl."
Elsie Lodge, a freshman, has the
part of the maid. Professor Smith
says that all three freshmen have
had good high school backgrounds
in dramatics.
Members of the technical staff
were listed In last week's issue of
the Bee Gee News.
Mother-in-law Problem
The play, which treats of the
problem occasioned by conflict between a possessive mother and her
daughter-in-law, was first produced more than 20 years ago, but
has been playing ever since, according to Professor Smith, who
says it is one of the most popular
at contemporary dramas.
"It has relatively little humor,
but it baa a tense situation and is
capable of holding an audience
frcm beginning to end," says Professor Smith. "The idea, of course,
(Continued on page 4)

.

Warning: Go
To Game Early
Student holders of activity csrds
will be given the opportunity to go
into the gymnasium before the
general public the night of the
Great Lakes game, Coach Harold
Anderson ssid today.
Students are to sit in the north
and east bleachers and will be admitted to the gym at 6:45 p.m.,
16 minutes before the others.
All of the seats on the running
track and on the west side of the
floor (the side nearest the entrances) are reserved and have
been sold, Coach Anderson said.
The price for those seats was $1.
The south side—where the band
usually sits—will be for general
admission. Since the bleschers at
that end hold 400, only that number of tickets wiil be sold when
general admission seats go on sale
at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
The balcony will be opened for
standing room at the regular general admission price of 76 cents.
Students are being asked to
enter the Gymnasium building by
the north side door, next to the
Natatorium.

BG Meets Michigan
Debaters Tonight

The University of Michigan debate team will meet local speakers
tonight at 7:80 p.m. in the Recreation Hall in what promises to
be the outstanding debate of the
year on this campus, Dr. Wayne
Thompson, director, said today.
The question for debate tonight
is: "Resolved, thst the Federal
YWCA Will Have
Government should enact legislaUsed Text Book Store
tion requiring the settlement of
all labor disputes by compulsory
YWCA's bookstore will be open
arbitration when voluntary means
to take used textbooks next week
of settlement have failed, constituTuesday and Wednesday. Office
tionality conceded."
hours will be from 10 a.m. to 12
The two speakers for the Uniand from 1 p.m. to 4 in the YW
versity of Michigan are not stranoffice on the first floor of the
gers to the campus for they were
library. The Y will sell books for
also the Michigan representatives
a 10 per cent commission. Do not
in a similar public debate last year.
bring obsolete books.
The first speaker, John Condylis,
The store will be open every day
is a junior who now lives in Louisfrom 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. during the
ville, Ky. Condylis, a member of
week of March 2.
Delta Sigma Rho and a major in
economics, is participating in Inter.
collegiate debate for the third
ye«r__
_^
~~ Speaker from Detroit
The second affirmative speaker
will be Martin Shapero, a senior
from Detroit. A member of Delta
Rho, he is debating for the
The 14 members of newly-organized Tri-Lambda sorority Sigma
University of Michigan for his
will live next semester in the second-floor annex in Shatzel fourth year. Like Condylis, he is a
Hall, Miss Audrey Kenyon Wilder, dean of women, said today. major in economics and plans to
The freshmen who formed the sorority, officially recog- enter law school upon completing
nized by the Administration last week, all live in Shatzel and his undergraduate work.
they are switching rooms with other residents so that the
Speaking for Bowling Green togroup can live together and enjoynight will be Pat Meil and Betty
some of the benefits of sorority Ruth Krabill. Pat, a senior from
life, Dean Wilder said.
Willoughby, is participating in deFormal pledging ceremonies for bate for the first time this year.
the group, the eighth sorority on She began her debating experience
The six state- supported univer- the campus and the third local, during the second summer term as
Friday night in the faculty a member of the Speakers' Bureau
sities in Ohio—including Bowling were
of the Falcon's Nest. They and then continued this semester
Green—are campaigning to have room
were witnessed by Mrs. Anthony as a member of the varsity debate
their 1946-46 appropriation in- Westerhof and Mrs. Evelyn Hart,
team. So far this year she has
creased by six million dollars.
faculty sponsors of Tri-Lambda, won nine debates and lost four and
The Inter-UniveTsity Council, and Dean Wilder.
has been a member of the teams
composed of the president, a trusImmediately afterwards, new which tied for first in the Northtee, and the business manager of officers
of the group were install- eastern Ohio Novice Tournament
each school, is asking $23,090,461 ed. They are Helen Dermady,
for operating expenses for the two president; Pat Davis, vice presi- and which won first in the Illinois
years in comparison with $17,090,- dent; Pat Edwards, secretary and State Normal University Invita461 for each of the last two bien- social chairman, and Marjorie tional Tournament.
niums.
Krabill Is Collc.au.
Huff, treasurer.
Ohio's new governor, Frank K.
Her colleague tonight will be
A
reception
for
the
University
Lausche, has given figurative dis- president and deans and their Betty Ruth Krabill, a aophomore
approval to the plan.
from Louisville, Ohio. A member
wives followed.
Bowling Green is requesting II,After the new housing arrange- of Pi Kappa Delta, national honor327,822, a 38 per cent increase.
has been made, all three lo- ary forensic fraternity, she is on
This is a smaller amount of money ment
cal sororities will be housed in the varsity debate team for her
than any other university but Wil- annexes:
Phratra in Shatsel's second year. So far she has won
berforce, but the per cent of in- ground floor annex; Tri-Lambda seven debates this year and lost
crease is greater. In addition, in the second floor of Shatzel in two and was a teammate of Pat
Bowling Green would be allotted the rooms formerly occupied by at the Normal University Tournaan additional $750,00 for a "badly, Alpha Epsilon; and Alpha Epsilon ment. As a negative team, they
needed science building."
in Williams Hall.
are undefeated so far.

Tri-Lambda Sorority Will Live
In Shatzel Annex Next Term

Ohio Universities
Want More Money
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Why Not?
Take a minute to stop—and think—
about these ideas. Then, if you like them or
others you've thought of yourself, put them
into action.
1. Chopping the ice from the campus
sidewalks is almost an endless task for the
University's depleted maintenance staff.
WHY NOT have a second WSGA-spohsored
campus clean-up? If everyone would donate
only half an hour of time, the walks could
be freed of ice and cumbersome boots would
be unnecessary.
2. Most Bowling Green students don't
find time to read a daily newspaper consistently or even to listen to news broadcasts
on the radio. WHY NOT have a weekly
news review and analysis—perhaps at 6:80
p.m. each Saturday, that could be given by a
well-informed professor? It could be made
meaningful with the maps and globes the
University has to offer.
8. Workers at the Falcon's Nest are doing a remarkable job. WHY NOT help them
by heeding the plea to return your glasses,
bottles, and plates to the bar? Think how
much work that would save.

Unearned Criticism
This editorial, reprinted from the Daily
Kansas, the University of Kansas, can be applied to Bowling Green State University as
well. It Concerns a subject which we should
consider carefully.
Criticism is often heard concerning the
non-religious, sometimes almost irreverent
attitude of the young people of today. Those
who make such criticisms frequently have
not stopped to look around them and take account of the actual situation.
In Lawrence, for example, the buses are
crowded every Sunday morning with University students on their way to or from church.
These young men and women do not have
their parents around, urging them to attend
—they do it because they want to. A large
percentage of the two dozen churches in this
town also have regular Sunday evening meetings which are composed almost entirely of
young people.
Programs for both these vesper meetings
and for Sunday School classes are planned by
young men and women of University age and
are truly inspirational at times. These same
young church-workers, in addition to teaching Sunday School classes regularly, also
compose a large part of the church choirs
and voluntarily attend choir practice once a
week.
The Army and Navy are still issuing pleas
for more chaplains to fulfill the religious
needs expressed by the service men. Three
or four church services are held each Sunday
morning at most army camps to accommodate the crowds. For the skeptical, the soldiers' familiarity with the words of hymns
and the service's ritual might prove a revelation.
Even with their limited pay checks, service men are exceptionally generous with
their donations, perhaps because they, more
than those who remain safely at home, can
appreciate what the modern religion accomplishes in a material way and how faith in an
all-powerful Being can carry them through
in times of need. This feeling is demonstrated by the requests of men on the battlefront
for hymns, rather than the shallow "popular" music, whenever camp shows come
around. They also read an amazing amount
of literature, such as daily devotional booklets and new Testaments, which various religious organizations distribute.
Maybe the young people of today can't recite Bible verses by memory—maybe they
don't believe in sitting home on Sunday afternoons and meditating—but the religion they
do have is a much more vital thing—one they
can and do apply.—Daily Kansan (ACP)
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Routine Is Unchanging
At Johnson, Writer Says
by Vera Schwarta

At sometime or other every student spends a few days of
his college career in Johnston Hall—the University Hospital.
The routine and attitude is apparently, never changing.
Bright and early Monday morning you stagger over to
the hospital, sicker than anything. You see the several other
victims sitting outside of Dr. Ross's office, and you groan in

Nestward, Ho!

English Thought
DIDJA EVER STOP TO THINK

That all of Dr. Shuck's classes are Emerson's literary societies?

SO SORRY

That there won't be a News nut week, but
well be studying, toe, just Ilk. you. Wonder who arranged to have the Great Lakes
game the night before •aaaas •tart?

outfit he was fr
The kid turned out to
be a Sea Scent.
THE MARINES HAVE LANDED
At least it looks that way, when Ro Boakey, Pepper Beeler, and Martie Zeis step
out in their Marine fatigues, gifts from
Marines Peg Shetler and Ginny McConlogue.
Nice for this sloppy weather.

their direction. A nurse pokes her
OF COURSE IT'S JUST SOnTLEBUTT
EITHER TOO YOUNG OR TWO OLD
head out of the kitchen and says, you feel, or how much you want to
But we've heard that the Gloria (South
So Dean Harshman found oat walkiag
get
out.
It's
optional.
About
two
"Do you want something?"
of
the
Border)
Blanco—Bruce
(Just
See
o'clock you get (1) irrigated, (2)
You start enumerating your di- sprayed, and (8) painted—your my Tatoocs) Kille affair is developing into bom* to lunch with daughter J*an one day.
H« had his arm tcroii her -houldar la a
seases, but are interrupted in the temperature and pulse taken, and more than a mere college romance.
fatherly fashion, when a little boy fl-OM th*
middle by—"Sit down and wait again you'can relax until dinner— ONE LESS ELIGIBLE BLONDE
Training School walked by, looked at kirn
Sines Alpha XI Delta Barbara Castaveson
but not completely. The nurses get
for the doctor." So you ait I
•cornfully and »aid, "Aren't yea a bit too
a fiendish delight out of turning ■ot herself engaged to swain Duck Berry old to bo dating a girl that yotaagV
Temperature-taking
the vaporizer on and closing the who's been a-courtin' for many a moon.
HAVE A HEART
About five minutes before Dr. door. Even the poor little plants TOO BAD
Bat the next time you go to the "SweetRoss it due to arrive, a nurse dash- die—as you helplessly wipe your
That after the green little freshmen have
es into the office, grabs thermo- dripping eyes and nose.
a nice private party in the Rec Hall they heart Swing," why not wait until the dance
meters, and sticks them in everyis almost over before claiming your properVisiting hour is from 7 until 8.
one's mouth. You feel awfully At 6:80 combs and lipsticks ap- have to strew multicolored crepe paper all ty? Sure, they were for you, but they were
over
the
Ad
Building
steps.
Naughty,
silly with a thermometer dangling pear, quite miraculously, and
part of the decorations, too.
out of your mouth, but you suffer everyone looks and acts fairly naughty.
LONG
LIVE THE KING
EMBARRASSING
MOMENT
in silence. It is finally removed, healthy.
Coronations to A/S Bob Sawyer, Alpha XI
For A/S Carnot Allen when he struck np
and you are told with a what-areFor an hour the hospital is a gay a lively conversation with a sailor whom he Delta's King of Hearts I We're wondering
you-trying-to-get-out-of look that
place full of laughter but at 8 met on a debate trip. They were getting ta when Marvel "Betty" Mayaard will
you have "no elevation."
o'clock when roommates leave
Finally Dr. Ross arrives and (after winding up the bed as be good pals, when Carnot ailed him what Queen Elisabeth?
one by one you stagger in for the high as it will go leaving yon with
verdict. Either you take one of your knees tucked forcibly underthese pink ones every two hours, neath your chin) their parting
or you go home and get your pa- remarks of "I'm going to the game
jamas and come back.
now," or "Guess III stop at the
The take-one-of-these-every-two- Nest for a coke," cover the halls
hours patients leave dejectedly, with gloom.
Edited by Helen Bowea
while the go-home-for-your-pj's
Night Nurse Craw
patients grin sheepishly, saunter
This week Dr. I'rout received a letter Ihrig is now stationed at Greenville, Mies.
At 8:30 the night nurse comes
home and pack enough magazines on and starts (1) spraying and from Bill Gaines telling of his work for the This was his first visit since he left with the
and stationery to last several (2) irrigating like mad so that past few months. Pfc. Gaines is now in AERC in May, '42. He is a PiKA.
weeks. Books are absolutely taboo. her charges can be in bed by 9 Belgium and from there he writes. "My
Lt. Charles Buckenmeyer is in the hospio'clock. Right on the nose of that detachment's move from France into Bel- tal in Paris after suffering wounds for the
Crawl Into Bed
When you get back to the hos- fateful hour lights and radios go gium was not expected; on the contrary most second time in battle. He is a member of the
pital you are really awfully sick— off—and—if you thought you of us welcomed a change of fare. For many famous 82nd Airbourne Division which playso you just crawl into bed and sleep heard a lot of griping during the weeks we were stationed at Domlisle sur ed such a vital part in stopping the Nasi
for the remainder of the day and day—twarn't northin' in compari- Meurthe, France, not many kilometers from drive, the Belgium Bulge. Lt. Buckenmeyer
night—waking up only long enough son.
has received machine gun wounds in both
Raise and lower the window the capital of the Alsace region, Nancy.
to take pills and eat.
"In that area, we supervised social refu- legs.
about
four
times—get
fresh
water
The next morning, however, you
Bob Jorrii is now on an island which la
and close the door—giggle gee and displaced persons camps.
can legally—according to the un- —open
being liquidated of Jap snipers. He has had
—gripe—and
finally
just
sounds
of
"The
work
becomes,
after
may
months
of
written law—begin to gripe. As four figures bouncing around in
experience, simply routine—but none the his first tangle with one and the story goes
a matter of fact, you can start at bed.
leu interesting, because we are dealing with as follows. Standing guard one night, Bob
seven o'clock when they wake you
Suddenly, however, the door
up and expect you to eat breakfast. opens and the night nurse asks personalities. Americans seem to have a turned to see a Jap approaching, "I ordered
Generally, you mumble through in a soft shout—"Who rang?" knack for getting along and making friends him to halt," said Bob, "but he lunged toward
breakfast and go back to sleep im- Four sleepy figures slowly rise and with all nationalities. Not that our soldiers me. I openeVi fire, killing him. He entered
mediately afterwards.
do not have their own prejudices against our camp from a sniper infested mountain."
in turn mumble—"Not me."
The address of Sgt. Robert Habansteln is
At 8:30 Stevie comes marching
The night nurse says severly— certain peculiarities of both the French and Co. A, 38th Inf., Trig. Bn„ Camp Roberta,
in with thermometers and distri- "You girls will just have to be English, but I do honestly believe that our
butes them all around, taking quieterl" and leaves—until break- returning soldiers will have a much broader Calif.
S/Sgt. Albert Baumann was awarded the
pulses—then loaves.
perception and understanding of internafast.
DFC on February 1 at Walker Army Air
Pretty Boon she comes back with
(With apologies to the hotpital tionalism.
a pile of sheets and starts pulling staff—because they really do give
"At present I am working with the gener- Field, Kan. He earned the DFC for extrayour bed apart. You have to get ut excellent cart.)
-al supervision of a refugee camp for Bel- ordinary achievement while serving as a
out fast, or you get made in it.
gians made homeless by the recent enemy radio operator on a B-17 on many bombardThen, you get treated for a cold
ment missions over enemy occupied territory.
counter-offensive. I am the only American He is now a member of the 248th Base Unit
regardleHs of what you have. You
get (1) irrigated, (2) sprayed,
working with several French WACS."
at Walker Field.
(3) painted, and then (4) flop
His address is Pfc W. L. Gaines 16080907,
The address of Don Mason and his wife,
back into bed. Then you can relax
Co. ICI Det 1st ECAR, c/o PM, New York, the former Eloise Dyer, is Coast Guard
until noon when you gripe about
"The Social Committee is between N.Y.
Recruiting Office, 1106 Walbridge Building,
the lunch.
the devil and the deep blue sea,"
Buffalo, N. Y.
Max
Ihrig
was
on
campus
this
week.
A/C
There are a number of other confessed Evelyn Leach, student
things on the gripe list too—for in- assistant to the chairman of the
stance you can gripe about having committee.
to wind your own bed up and
She went on to explain that with Column Right!
down, or about the kids wandering faculty disapproval on the one
around the halls staring at you like hand and pressure for increased
exhibit A—or about the pharma- social activity on the other, the
cist mates constantly yelling "telephone" at the top of their voices— committee is in a real dilemma.
By Bern!. Block. A/S
The results of last week's
when everyone in the place with square-dance poll were rather menormal hearing heard the thing ager but interesting, she said. FAREWELL AND GOODBYE
on the 17th, the hustle bustle of date arring.
When ROBS Moholland lets go with "It's rangements Is very predominate at the barNearly everyone who voted wanted
square-dancing.
Some of the farewell and gocoodbye time" on his early racks. Tickets have been on sale for the
Complaints are Optional
During the afternoon you can other suggestions included matinee morning record program—that's if you are past week and everyone is buying onto.
either complain about how lousy dances, bridge parties, floor shows up early enough to tune him in on the radio "She'll bo the prettiest thing at the ball,"—
at orchestra dances, classes in eti- —it tends to remind many of the fellows is what nine out of 10 fellows say. We shall
quette, and ice skating parties.
that the term is drawing to an end and that so* . . .
The committee has tentatively they will be moving on to another station. SHORT SNORTS
planned a square-dance for April
It is nice to watch the heads bobbing back
21. The advanced date is necessi- To some it is just the end . . .
Since this is the last column before the and forth at the mess table. It aids the
tated by a full social calendar.
Bowling Green's debate team All suggestions are receiving at- semester ends, I'll take this space to wish digestion, plus the piano playing of anyone
won second place in the weekend tention. The matinee dances seem you all the best of luck wherever you go. who attempts to practice while we eat . . .
Pittsburgh Forum Tournament at to be the most popular suggestion Some of you are going to Tar Mac school, We had a real long snake-Uke form the day
Mt. Mercy College. The men's and so are being considered first. Preflight or to Midshipman school at Notre the fire hoses were stretched out along the
and women's teams of Penn State
Dame, Columbia, Ft. Schuyler, Harvard, deck for an inspection . . . Bob Sawyer certied for first, winning seven out How true . . .
and Princeton. Some of you will stay— tainly looks like "The King of Hearts" . . .
of eight; the Bee Gee team won
Father: "I don't like to see
lucky boys. It will be lonely here because Gee, the Northwestern V-12'a certainly treat
six.
that sailor kissing you Ilka that."
there will only be approximately 160 men the women rough.
V-12's John Horn and Carnot
Daughter:
"Giro
kirn
a
Allen, the affirmative, won all
left to keep Kohl Hall humming and running BY REQUEST
chance, father, he's a V-12 and
four, defeating Penn State woafter—?
he's just learning."
I thought I'd explain the last thought
men, Mt. Mercy, Washington and
about the editorial in the January 12, 1*44
NAVY RELIEF
Jefferson, and Western Reserve.
The Navy came through with its usual issue. It was written by Pat Schweltsor
The negative, Pat Meil and Betpower
again for the Navy Relief Society. Smyth, who was editor-in-chief at the tiaaa.
ty Ruth Krabill won against Kent
EAT
State and Washington and JefferEach man gave his share willingly and the The editorial went on to say that V-12 stuson, losing to the Penn State wotetal amount collected from the oScers and dent! could not take the time from studios to
DRINK
men and Pittsburgh men.
enter into extra eurricular activities with
men was $136.50.
Other colleges represented were
the spirit that the rest of the campus does.
LUCKY PEOPLE
Geneva, Allegheny, and Seton
and be comfortable
"A career in the Navy depends on the
Hill
Talking of lucky people—there are the" work that the men do. Whan on liberty
at the
sailors of BG who are getting a carton of some of the servicemen like to get away from
cigarettes per man this week. The ok Anal- the campus if at all possible. As to not
Dr. John Calhoun Baker, formerly associated with Harvard
ly came through and so you see there are entering in our social functions, It might bo
School of Business Administration,
some lucky people.
our fault for not providing enough enterhas become the president of Ohio
Then there are,the two lucky girls, Gloria tainment for those, or not the type thoy
University.
Wissler and Barbara Giutavasoa, who came moat enjoy."
over to Kohl Hall Thursday night to collect REHASHING THE
for the Key subscriptions. The navy blue PAST-TERM MEMORIES
Buy a dress that rejust crowded around to see how come girls
The annex . . . Yale sad Princeton invade
Come in and try one
flects your personalgot into Kohl Hall. After the girls dug the campus and start football duel . . . the
$3.60 out of all the interested onlookers— new roll your own machine makes bid to
ity.
of our creamy delicthey quietly slipped oat.
Be Smart
take the shock of the cigarette shortage . . .
Lucky are the hoys who get some mall the gigantic V-12 issue to show the world
Be Scintillating
occasionally from someone somewhere. Pat that we can write too . . . shortage of men
ious milk shakes.
In a Dress Prom
Mullvihill has a solution. He hat decided to on the campus ... the mail boxes . . .
wrjte to the mail order concerns—so at Christmas leave . . . cokes and such •. . .
least he can ksep the dust from piling too "after-dinner five" . . . Bulkhead.
high in his mail box.
Coins rn and tee our galaxy
With the past gone there remains the
- o/ stylta
MILITARY BALL
present and the future. Naturally well
With the hast dance of the year ceasing forget all about them on our five-day leave.

Bee G.I.'s

Bill Gaines In France

Social Calendar To
Be Announced

It's Been Nice

Debaters Win
Second Place

Holland Dairy

ISALVS

KEsSSEL'S
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Falcons Finish Season Against Four Teams
Cagers Whip Westminster
BG Wins 19th

Meet Lakes Here Tuesday;
Wind Up Sked On Road
by Bob Smith

- Leads BG Against Lakes -

By 78-57 Score

by Sid Frafmin
GREAT LAKES will bring it.
basketball team to Bowling Green
next Tuesday to offer the competition for what will undoubtedly
be the beat game that followers of
the Falcons will see on the home
floor.
It's a game you won't want to
miss.
The game is an important one
for the team because it will prove
whether or not we have a really
top-notch aggregation here at the
University.
Although the Bluejackets did hand us our only defeat, there is a good chance that
we will beat them.
Let's really turn out and back
the fellows up Tuesday night. But
let's give the Lakes a good reception, too.
Remember that no
sport is any good unless the spectators are good sports.

•

*

WRITING THE last column for
the semester makes us a little unhappy.
It's a shame to see it go
and take the basketball season
with it. It's been one that will be
long remembered hereabouts.
This is a good time, though, to
tip our flat-hat to fellow columnist
Bob Smith who has made an almost unbelieveable record in his
predictions.
We'd also like to
publicly thank the rest of the
sports staff—Pat Howell, Tom
Mercer, Ethel "Coach" Grover,
and John Cool—for their help in
getting the sports news to you
every week.

/

-■\

Out On a Limb
WithS mltly
v

-1

Last week we picked four more
winners in our predictions to
make it 1.000 for that issue.
Of the 23 games we have attempted to dope this season, our
choices have been right 22 times.
The average stands at a high .967.
At we look into our crystal ball
for the last time it looks as if it
will be:
BG over Ohio Wealeyan by 30
pit.
BG over Great Lakes by 8 pts.
Akron over B-W by SO pts.
Denison over Ohio U. by 22 pts.
Denison over Oberlin by 12 pts.

Win number 19 waa chalked
up on the Bowling Green
State University's basketball
record Saturday night when
the Falcons humbled the
Westminster College team 78
to 57 in the Memorial Auditorium in Buffalo, N. Y.

Coeds Have
Spring Party

This was the fourth defeat of
the season for the Towering TiUns
and their worst.
The BG team
racked up a 44 to S3 advantage by
the half and kept up the fast pace
in the second period to overcome
their opponent.
Although Wyndol Gray was
forced out on fouls 12 minutes before the game ended, he shared
the top scoring honors for the Falcons with Don Whitehead, each
tallying 18 points. Big Sid Otten
was second with 16.
Dean Nelson, freshman Westminster forward, paced the losers
with 16 points.
The contest was the first the
Falcons had played in the Buffalo
Memorial Auditorium.
Bowling Green (78)
r
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Bowlers Get Hot;
Tally High Scores
Bowling Green's bowling alley
was kept hot Saturday as the
Bowling Club members made up
for lost time. The alley was closed
last week because of lack of fuel.
Individual scores ran high as
Madelyn Bahnsen rolled a score of
187, and Lois St. Aubin rolled a
neat 186.
The women who have entered
the International Bowling Tourney
bowled their two games and the
five
high
accumulative
scores
were:
Madelyn
Bahnsen,
327;
Marilyn
Dessenberg,
286;
Jo
Dewey, 266; Norms Jean Hahn,
246; and Betty Long. 246.
The inter-club tourney finds the
Falconettes, the Lucky Strikes, and
the Pin-Ups all tying for first
place.

nD€RSon
■ ,.

..COrtCrr-

(Final
"AA" league
W
Navy 3-3
3
Buckeye
3
ATO No. 1
a
Navy 3-3
I
5 Br. No. *
0
Nary II
0

Standings)
"A" League
L
0
0
1
2
2
I

Fleetmen .
Wrecks
5 Br. No. 1
PuTA
01.

3
3
2
2

_|

5 Bi.
ATO No. 2

1
0
0

Women All Stars Play
Game For Public Monday
Women selected from the two
women's
intramural
basketball
leagues for their outstanding playing will compete in an all-star
game to be played Monday at 8
p.m. in the Women's North Gym.
The teams will not be selected
until Friday.
Everybody on the campus is invited to attend the game.

Bowling Green
Akron
Great Lakes
Westminster
Denison
Baldwin-Wallace
Long Island .
Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan...

featuring members of the

Opportunity Cash Club $606

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PRODUCTION

FRI-SAT
FEB. 16-17
Ann Sheridan, Jack Carson
m

W
19
16
27
11
.11
.10
10
. 6

.. 8

Alfred Drake
Joan Roberts
Howard da Silva
Celeste Holm
Lee Dixon
$5.27

Doughgiris

SUN., MON., WED., Feb. 18-21
Judy Garland, Margaret
O'Brien m

Meet Me in St Louis
its tn

Men's
intramural
basketball
ended
its
regularly
scheduled
games Monday night with The
Rambling Wrecks, Fleetmen, and
Bearcats winning their "A" league
games.
The Rambling Wrecks beat the
Five Brother No. 1 team 38 to 28,
the Bearcats trounced the ATO
No. 2 aggregation 66 to 16, and
the Fleetmen won
from
Five
Brothers by a 38 to 16 margin.
A playoff was held last night
between the Wrecks, Fleetmen,
Navy 3-2, and the Buckeyes to determine the intramural champion.
All four toamH have won all three
of their games.
Kennan Smith was high scorer
Monday night as he racked up 22
points for the Bearcats. His teammate Russell McWatters was second with 20.

Standings

OKLAHOMA!!

Music in
Manhattan

hliVJOWSO IKTS^TSMCH *W»KWi
II AT41BTIC kETTSK AT
— OT-HRBCIM C»>-lSjqM. .

Wrecks. fleetmen, Bearcats
Take Final IM Cage Tilts

C L A - Z E L
ENDS THURSDAY, FEB. 16

Another Bowling Green cage season will come to a close
soon as the Falcons prepare to play the remaining contests on
the present schedule.
Only four more games remain to be
played with the Falcons going against Ohio Wesleyan, Great
Lakes, Baldwin-Wallace, and Case.
Tonight the Falcons travel to Delaware to play a second
game with Ohio Wesleyan. One of
the highlights of the season takes
place next Tuesday evening on
the home court when the Falcons
play a return game with the Bluejackets from Great. Lakes. On the
following Friday and Saturday,
February 23 und 24, Baldwin-Wallace and Case will play the role of
hosts respectively as Bee Gee
Plans were made for the annual
winds up the season on the road.
spring banquet and initiation at
Bowling Green—Ohio Wesleyan
the regular Women's Athletic AsThe Falcons did not experience
sociation meeting held last Wedtoo much trouble against the
nesday.
Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan in
This year, for the first time in
their first meeting on the homo
the history of WAA, the annual
court as they won 78 to 46, and
fall supper was cancelled due to
changes in the regular college proBee Gee should add another vicgram.
Therefore, no Freshmen
tory to its long string of wins tohave as yet been initiated into
night.
the club.
Bowling Green—Great Lakes
This game will undoubtedly be
Membership Requirements
To be eligible for membership
the feature attraction of the season
on the local court as fans from
any woman interested in athletics
miles around will flock to Bowling
must meet all requirements for
Green to sec the Falcons pitted
one seasonal sport such as hockey,
against
the
high-flying
Great
soccer, basketball, or softball.
Lakes ■ Sailors, the only team to
In order to earn a BG letter
hold the distinction of having beatsweater, a member must meet the
en Bee Gee thus far this season.
requirements for eight seasonal
Great Lakes, while averaging 69
sports.
She must also fulfill the
points per game, was riding along
requirements of two clubs.
Such
on
a record of 23 wins against
clubs are Archery Club, Modern
only 4 defeats last week. Illinois
Dance Club, Swan Club, Table
has beaten them twice, Notre Dame
Tennis Club, and Outing Club.
once, and Valparaiso set them
Sweater awards will be made at
only two weeks ago.
the spring banquet.
In their previous engagement
Sets Up Committees
the Sailors downed Bee Gee by a
Lois Kocklaun, president, set up
score of 80 to 57, but the home
the committee chairmen for the
team will be gunning for revenge
affair. They are: publicity and inand should be at tip-top condition
vitations, Dorothy Daso; finance,
for this contest.
Shirley Guscott; food, Mary HubIn the Sailor team the Falcons
ble; decorations and general arwill be playing one of the better
rangements, Betty Long; program,
teams in the country.
Their
Janet Hurt sol; and initiation und
splendid passing attack and their
awards, Lois Kocklaun.
sharpshooting aa well as defensive
A definite date for the banquet
play will force the Falcons to play
will be announced later, It will be
their best brand of basketball if
held soon after the opening of
they expect to assure themselves
second semester.
of a high national recognition.
Bowling Green—Baldwin-Wallace)
The Falcons will have to continue to play their best to get
their second victory over BaldwinWallace. The homo team got off
to a shaky start against the YelFew people realize while watchlowjackets three weeks ago and
ing the Falcon varsity win game
were forced to play their utmost to
after game that there is another
cop a 22 point wingood basketball team here on the
Bowling Green—Case
campus—the B tenm.
This final game on the 1944-1946
This team that plays those preschedule should see the Falcons
liminary games that few people
gaining
another
easy
victory.
watch is made up of the reserve
Earlier in the season Bee Gee deplayers.
feated the Cicvelanders 68 to 87
The B team has made a beautiand they are favored to repeat
ful record for itself by winning
this performance.
all of its games. Their opponents
have been various Toledo teams
and outfits from other Wood
County schools.
George Muellich, assistant coach
of the varsity, is the B team mentor.
Members of the team are A/S
Dorian Jensen, Tom Inman, Johnny Rosendale, A/S John Gantt,
A/S Robert Rowe, Leo Kubiak,
A/S Gerhardt Piel, A/S Marion
McEvoy, A/S Ennis Walker, Roy
Knicely, A/S Kempton Jenkens,
A/S Stanley Rose, A/S Pat McCullough, A/S Robert Miller, and
A/S Richard Hanhart.

L
1
1
4
3
4
4
5
8
11

Per.
.9600
.9876
.8709
.7810
.7838
.7148
.6666
.4286
.2136

BG B Team Wins
All of Its Games

On sweetheart day,
Flowers convey,
A gong of love.
SEND FLOWERS!

Brigham's
Flower Shop

Acompanenos... Have a Coke
(JOIN US )

mar.

Ucknioolor

THURS., FBI., SAT.
Feb. 22-23-24

National Bam
Dance

OKLAHOMA

jl\ iiilv
ENDS THURS., FEB. 16

PEOPLE WILL SAY WE'RE
IN LOVE
Alfred Drake, Joan Roberts

OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL

Second Hit

Enter Arsene Lupin

OVERTURE

Cast

MORNING
Alfred Drake
THE

PORE JUD IS DAID
—

SURREY WITH

Alfred Drake,
Silva

da

THE

FRINGE ON TOP
Alfred Drake

Howard

OUT OF MY DREAMS
Joan Robert*

Show Business
FRI-SAT.
FEB.
Bill Boyd in

16-17

Hopalong Cassidy
Enters

KANSAS CITY
Lee Dixon
I CANT SAY NO
Celeste Holm

SUN-MON
FEB. 18-19
Robert Williams, Jeanne
Bate* w

Sergeant Mike

ALL OR NOTHIN'
Celeste Holm, Lee Dixon
AKLAHOMA
Alfred Drak*

...or bow to be hep in Puerto Rico
la Puerto Rico, as In Punxsutawocy or Pasadena, Coca-Cola is ■

MANY A NEW DAY
Joan Roberts

OKLAHOMA OVERTURE
Cast

ro bis buddies alik., Haw-C*»« says Hea«>.fl./»',A./l It's a simple

Feb. 20-21-22
in technicolor

symbol of a refreshing war to make friends.

LION STORE APPLIANCE

o

gesture of friendly courtesy. Yet, Coca-Cols is truly an American

TUES.. WED., THURS.

Broadway Rhythm

I
2

friend-maker your American soldier can count on. To natives and

SOTTUD

uNOet AUTHorrr o*

TM COCWOU

cxMtutx ay

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF TOLEDO

Coke = Cocs*Cola
It's natural fot popular names
to acquire frlcndf, abbreviations. That's whr sou beer
CoovCola called Coke.

in on raws
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Third Military Ball To Be
Saturday In Women's Gym
Although the theme of the third Military Ball still remains
a secret, the committee members are busy preparing for Saturday night
The two previous Military Balls were held in the Mens
Gym, but this year the dance will be held in the Women's
Building. A lounge and refreshment bar will be set up in the
south gym, while dancing will be
in the north gym. Since there
will not be any smoking permitted
in either room, a small amoking
lounge will be in the front entrance
of the building.
Entertainment will be specialty
numbers by A/S Sid Freeman,
A/S Dan Solari, and A/S Bob
BuJJ; a V-12 quintet band of Bob
Bashore, Anthony Piano, Bob
Bolil, Pete Petoea, and Bob Myliuui; and an octet.
V-12 Clem Granoff, entertainment chairman, will be master of
ceremonies. Two of his original
songs, set to popular music, will
be introduced.
CPO Mackey will present tokens
of appreciation to the Military Ball
committee.
Faculty members and civilian
men should purchase their tickets
from the business office in the Administration Building.
Tickets
will sell for $1.20, for those who
have activity cards; these admit
one couple and include the federal
tax. Faculty members may buy
tickets at $1.80. The V-12 Trainees are to obtain their tickets in
Kohl Hull.
All invitations have been mailed
to the faculty members and to
those invited as guests of honor.
Guests of honor will be Lt.
Comdr. and Mrs. R. W. Stokes, Lt.
and Mrs. H. C. Bold, Lt (J.g.) and
Mrs. R. O. Hurry, Dr. and Mrs.
Frank J. Prout, Dean and Mrs.
R. G. Harshman, Dean and Mrs.
A. B. Conklin, Dean and Mrs. K.
H. McFall, Dean and Mrs. H. R.
Overman, Dean and Mrs, Clyde
Hissong, and Miss Audrey Kenyon
Wilder, dean of women.

Uombtr rUmoi
Reserve 5yrt«m

Bank of
Wood County
Ftdrrui Dtpotit
Insurant*

—

50 Hear McCain
At First WSGA Tea
'The House of Macmillan" by
Charles Morgan, the first in a season program of WSGA book reviews, was presented by Dr. Rea
McCain last Sunday in the Rec
HalL
"As a book," Dr. McCain said,
"it is very complicated. As a series of sketches, the book is one
of the most fascinating I've ever
read."
Ardine Gottfried, president of
WSGA, Introduced Dr. McCain to
the audience of aproximately 60.
Tea, served later with cake, was
poured by Dean Audrey Kenyon
Wilder.
Dr. McCain cited as one example the time the house of Macmillan published the biography of
Gladstone, written by John Morley. "It was a most hectic time,"
she said. "The sales were BO tremendous they couldn't pack the
books fast enough, and in six
months the profit sent to the Gladstones was over $100,000. It expressed the intense adoration for
Gladstone at that time."
The book is the story of the
growth of the House of Macmillan,
which originated with Daniel Macmillan and his brother. The publishing house has now expanded
with branches in the United States,
Canada, Australia, India, and
China.
The teas are open to every one
on campus. The next one Is to be
announced soon, Ardine said.

YW Meets Tonight,
Will Hear Evans
Mrs. Alma Evans from the
Cleveland Health Bureau will be
the speaker at the YWCA meeting
tonight at 8 in the Practical Arts
Auditorium.
Her talk, entitled
"Cupid's Clinic," will be concerned
with the personal problems of dating and marriage.

M?lif
E^Vfc

WHf/JI
Dirt
wears
out
clothes.
Saving elothes saves money.
Have your clothes cleaned
nowl

University
Cleaners
150 So. Main

Ph. B431

The whole town's
talking!
About
what?
How clean
and bright clothes
come from

K Kleaners

With The Greeks
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Pledges and actives completed
the painting of the chapter room
last week. A coke machine has
been installed. The room can now
be used for informal dancing'.
"The Boys," the chapter's quarterly newspaper, ia now being edited by brothers Pat Mulvihill,
Ralph Hendricks, Ted Riddle, and
pledge Dick Herring. Hendricks
and Mulvehlll edited the last issue
which was distributed in November.
Recent visitors in the house ware
Lt. "Bui" Braithwaite, first Worthy Master of the Epsilon Kappa
chapter, Ralph Klein, '44 Worthy
Master, and Cpl. Clark Munger.
FIVE BROTHERS
A smoker will be held for the
Five Brothers who will be leaving
at the end of the semester. Those
leaving are Charles Nott, Jerry
Sessler, Harry Hagen, Bob Walton, Dick Smith, Jim Klever, Willard Burgess, Dick Miller, and
Lloyd Ericson.
Tuesday Don Maco, Michael
Phillips, Willard Burgess, and
Dick Miller were formally initiated into the fraternity.
A basketball game between the
brothers and the pledges was held
recently. The pledges won by a
score of 26 to 16. Bill Hoffeld,
high scorer for the pledges, made
17 points.
Election of officers for next semester will be held next Tuesday.
Ensign Jim Baxter, V-12 student here last year, was back on
campus for a short visit. He will
go to Florida at the end of his
leave.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity initiated during the past week:
William Thomas, Kenneth
Sprengcl, Carrol Keyser, Norman
Schulte, William Vroman, Maurice
Michencr, Kenneth Adams, John
Zaleski, and Galen Winters.
The fraternity will end its activities for the semester Friday by
giving a serenade, and on Saturday the final meeting will be held,
electing officers for the coming semester.
After the meeting the
housemother, Mrs. McCombs, will
give a luncheon for the brothers
and pledges.
Seven men are leaving at tho
end of this term, some for defense
work and others for new shops
and stations.

The Silver Cord'
Is One of Best
(Continued from page 1)
is that it is the kind of play in
which the audience very closely associates itself with the characters.
It is a gripping drama."
The play was made into a mov.
ing picture about five years ago,
with leading roles taken by Joel
McCrea, Irene Dunn, and Laura
Hope Crews, who originated the
part of Mrs. 1'helps in the stage
production.
Professor Smith states that he
believes the play will be long remembered by students and that it
will rank with "Double Door" and
"Family Portrait" as an outstanding University Theater production.
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Annual Tip-Off Dance Will

Honor Bee Gee's Falcons
Five Brothers' annual Tip-Off Dance will be Saturday
evening, March 8, in the Rec Hall, Norman Klee, general chairman, has announced.
The dance is held every year to honor the basketball team.
In addition, it will honor this year Mrs. Jennie Ecker, the
Fives, housemother since 1939, and an honorary Five Brother.
Eight coeds, one from
sorority on campus, will serve.
Shirley Figgens will introduce the
8AE Sweetheart Song to Bowling
Green for the first time at the
dance.
by Bofebi. Shape**
During these olden times Val"I know a lad who's very entines
coat as much as $10
sweet,
apiece; being very large, bulky,
And if upon this day we meet, and elaborately decorated. A
I'll ask him if he will be mine, London magazine described one
which a white-enameled Cupid
I'll say1 'Please be my valen- "in
appeared with wings picked out
tine "
in silver amid a network of balusters, tassels, escallop-shells, seaJust how Valentine's Day came
to be, and how the tradition hits weed, and monster tulips."
been handed down through the
Comparing that with our twofor-a-penny Valentines, we have
years for lovers to commemorate
the day, has long been a mystery.
lost the importance of the elaborateness of the holiday, but in
Three principal theories have been
devised to answer these questions.
our half-penny messages, we still
In Europe, legend tails us that send the same loving messages,
birds began to mate on Valentine's and have maintained through all
Day, and through association of the years the spirit of giving to
ideas, when a man and women that special person, on a day espewere found together on February cially designed for sweet words.
But war has changed even this;
14, they were thought*to have
for candy is almost an impossibili"made the big decision."
ty to find. The small sugar-candy
Derived from Norar,an WeM
hearts that said "Hi, baby," or
"You're O.K." as well as cinnimon
The second theory is advanced
that there is a great similarity be- hearts are extinct this year. Valtween the Norman word galatin entines, too, were far fewer this
year, and much less elaborate, beand the name of St. Valentine.
But the most widely accepted cause of the paper shortage.
But never fear—love finds a
hypothesis is that the lovers' cusway, and it will take more than a
tom is a survival of a Christian
curtailment of paper hearts to stop
form of celebration of a Roman
feast which occurred in February. couples from sending their love
On this day girls' and boys' names across the miles to wherever .their
swethearts may be, for, as a wise
were placed in a box and mixed.
old philosopher once said, "The
When the names were drawn, the
greatest thing in all the world—
man became the champion of the
bar none—is love." And Valengirl for the ensuing year.
tine's Day, today, is the exempliWhen this was the practice, the
fication of this spirit of united
couple exchanged gifts, but the
hearts.
custom was revised, and soon it
was only the man who gave a gift
to his "maiden fair." Thus we
have the first Valentine to a
sweetheart.

Be Mine' Is Old.
But It's Still Good

SS soron* HOW
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The actives are giving- a series
of dinners in honor of their new
pledges. Mary Carolyn Swaney.
daughter of the housemother, Mrs.
Lehman, was a guest last week.
The residents of the Alpha Chi
house will be entertained at a,
every
Valentine dinner next Wednesday.
ALPHA XI DELTA
The Bowling Green alumni
chapter of Alpha XI Delta will
entertain the Toledo Alumni chapter Sunday at the sorority house.
The sorority actives will greet the
guests with songs.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Martha Kelster, x'46, from Pontiac, Mich., was a week-end house
guest of the sorority.
DELTA GAMMA
Mrs. E. M. Matthews, Lima,
province secretary, visited the
Delta Gamma chapter last week.
During her stay she attended collegiate, pledge and alumnae meetings. On Friday she was entertained at a smorgasborg at the
house, which was also attended by
the local alumnae.
Genny Fett, '44, surprised everyone with a brief stopover on her
way to Rochester, N. Y.
PHRATRA
Plans are being made for the
annual Shamrock Shuffle to be
given March 17. Committees are
being chosen at the present time.
Dora Erhart, sophomore from
Cleveland, was operated on for
appendicitis last week at the University Hospital. Her condition is
reported as fine.

Popular During Civil War
It was during the Civil War
that the custom of exchanging
Valentines was at the heighth of
its popularity. A Boston periodical of 1863 said, "Indeed, with
the exception of Christmas, there
is no festival throughout the year
which is invested with half the
interest belonging to this cherished anniversary."

If YOU shop, see a
show, or bowl a game
with the gang

STOP in
and

BUY a
HAMBURG

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop

Centre Drug
Store
Walgrten Agtncy
102 N. Main St.

For your every drug
store need

MW

Follow
Smooth sport stuff from our

The
Crowd
Everybody goes to Uhlman's for the best
in
Men's Wear, Shoes, Socks, Shirt., Ties,
Handkerchiefs, Gloves, etc.
Inexpensive, well made, men's
haberdashery

UHLMAN'S

College Shop, for gals who

HERE!
Do you look wellgroomed?
Good taste demands
ne a t well-cleaned,
well-pressed clothes.

know what's good for them.
The right clothes at the right
price. Nuff sed.

For that well dntied look

Muir's
Haberdashery
Men't W»ar

Dry Cleaning

BOWLING GREEN LION
STORE CO.

